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Monitoring Trail: On Fast Link Failure Localization
in All-Optical WDM Mesh Networks
Bin Wu, Member, IEEE, Pin-Han Ho, and Kwan L. Yeung, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—We consider an optical layer monitoring mechanism
for fast link failure localization in all-optical wavelength-division-
multiplexing (WDM) mesh networks. A novel framework of all-op-
tical monitoring, called monitoring trail (m-trail), is introduced. It
differs from the existing monitoring cycle (m-cycle) method by re-
moving the cycle constraint. As a result, m-trail provides a general
all-optical monitoring structure, which includes simple, nonsimple
m-cycles, and open trails as special cases. Based on an in-depth
theoretical analysis, we formulate an efficient integer linear pro-
gram (ILP) for m-trail design to achieve unambiguous localization
of each link failure. The objective is to minimize the monitoring
cost (i.e., monitor cost plus bandwidth cost) of all m-trails in the
solution. Numerical results show that the proposed m-trail scheme
significantly outperforms its m-cycle-based counterpart.
Index Terms—Fast link failure localization, integer linear pro-
gram (ILP), monitoring trail (m-trail), wavelength-division multi-
plexing (WDM).
I. INTRODUCTION
O PTICAL networks evolve toward increased transparencyin the data plane and more intelligence in the control
plane. Compared with conventional opaque networks, all-op-
tical networks remove the electronic bottleneck. This not only
reduces network cost, but also increases data transmission rate
with much better quality of service (QoS) performance. How-
ever, it is extremely challenging to operate a dynamically recon-
figurable all-optical network with high reliability and cost-effi-
ciency [1], [2]. With wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM)
technology, a single fiber can carry hundreds of wavelengths,
each working at 40 Gb/s [3] or higher data rate. On the other
hand, optical networks are vulnerable to component failures
such as fiber cuts. Due to the high speed nature of optical net-
works, a component failure can lead to a huge amount of data
loss. To minimize data loss, it is important that the failed compo-
nent can be immediately localized and bypassed. But it is gen-
erally not easy to accurately localize the failure in an instanta-
neous manner [2].
In all-optical networks, failure detection and localization is
more complex than that in opaque networks [4]. Due to the
lack of optoelectronic regenerators, the impact of a failure
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propagates without electronic boundary, and a single failure
can trigger a large number of redundant alarms. Meanwhile,
protocols at different network layers may have their own failure
management mechanisms. For example, routing protocols, such
as open shortest path first (OSPF) and intermediate system–in-
termediate system (IS–IS), have built-in failure management
functionality [5]. A failure at the optical layer (such as a fiber
cut) may also trigger alarms in routing as well as other upper
protocol layers [6]. It is reported that a single fiber cut with 16
disrupted wavelengths can lead to hundreds of alarms in the
network [1]. This not only increases the management cost of the
control plane, but also makes the failure localization difficult.
Without loss of generality, we call the device that monitors
the health of a certain part of the network as a monitor [1], [2],
[4]–[9]. Such a monitor is also responsible for generating alarm
if a failure is detected. Alarm signals are then broadcasted in the
control plane with the highest priority [10]. Based on the alarm
signals, a component failure can be localized. If we can achieve
accurate failure localization with a reduced number of monitors,
less alarm signals will be generated, and the failure localization
will become easier. This also makes the network more scalable
by simplifying the fault management mechanism. Therefore, it
is very important to reduce the number of monitors without sac-
rificing the accuracy of failure localization. In this paper, we
focus on an optical layer mechanism to achieve fast link failure
detection and localization, using only a small set of monitors.
Link failure due to fiber cut is a common failure in optical net-
works. In this paper, we assume a single link failure in the net-
work. Since a link failure disrupts all the lightpaths passing
through the failed link, it is more critical than a channel-based
failure or optical signal degradation (which can be detected by
upper layer protocols). Generally, failure detection and localiza-
tion at the optical layer is much faster than that carried out by
upper layer protocols [4], [5], [11], [12]. At the optical layer,
a monitor can detect a link failure by measuring optical power,
analyzing optical spectrum, using pilot tones or optical time-do-
main reflectometry (OTDR) [4]. As pointed out earlier, a link
failure tends to trigger a huge number of redundant alarms at
different protocol layers. Fast link failure localization at the op-
tical layer can help to suppress such redundant alarms.
Extensive studies have been reported on fault monitoring in
all-optical mesh networks [4], [8], [9], [11], [13]–[17]. Con-
ventional link-based monitoring is the most straightforward ap-
proach that requires one monitor at each link. To reduce the
number of monitors, the concept of monitoring cycle (m-cycle)
[13]–[17] is proposed, where a cyclic monitoring structure (i.e.,
m-cycle) is employed to monitor the health of multiple links
on the cycle. A link failure is localized by decoding the alarm
signals generated by the monitors on a set of m-cycles passing
0733-8724/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Fast link failure localization using m-cycles.
through the failed link (detailed in Section II). Motivated by the
fact that such a cyclic monitoring structure could limit the flex-
ibility of monitoring resource allocation, this paper introduces
a new framework of all-optical monitoring, called monitoring
trail (m-trail). Compared with m-cycles, m-trails remove the
cycle constraint, such that both cyclic and acyclic monitoring
structures can be jointly considered to achieve unambiguous
link failure localization. We also formulate an efficient integer
linear program (ILP) for optimal design of m-trails. Numerical
results show that the m-trail scheme significantly outperforms
its m-cycle-based counterpart.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II pro-
vides a literature review on m-cycles. Section III introduces
the m-trail concept. Section IV gives a theoretical analysis on
our ILP-based approach, followed by the ILP formulation in
Section V. Numerical results and discussions are presented in
Section VI. We conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW ON M-CYCLES
Fig. 1(a) shows the structure of an m-cycle, which is a pre-
configured optical loop-back connection, using a supervisory
wavelength on each link it traverses. Each m-cycle is associ-
ated with a pair of optical transceivers and a monitor. A su-
pervisory optical signal is transmitted along the m-cycle using
the optical transceivers and the supervisory wavelengths. If any
link traversed by an m-cycle fails, optical signal in the super-
visory wavelengths will be disrupted. The monitor detects the
disruption and generates an alarm. Generally, an m-cycle solu-
tion consists of a set of m-cycles that
covers every link of a given network. Upon a single link failure,
monitors on all m-cycles traversing the failed link will alarm.
This produces an alarm code , where
means that the monitor on m-cycle alarms and other-
wise. Fig. 1(b) shows a solution with three m-cycles .
If link (0, 1) fails, the monitors on and will alarm to pro-
duce the alarm code . Similarly, if link (0, 2) fails, the
monitor on will alarm and the resulting alarm code is .
The alarm code table in Fig. 1(c) contains all possible alarm
codes, based on which a particular link failure can be localized.
It is possible that a pure m-cycle solution is not sufficient to
achieve unambiguous link failure localization (i.e., identify each
link failure using a unique alarm code). For example, the failures
at links (2, 4) and (3, 4) in Fig. 1(b) have the same alarm code, as
shown in Fig. 1(c), and thus cannot be distinguished from each
other. Define a two-edge cut of the network as a pair of links,
where the network will be divided into two separate parts if the
two links are removed. Fig. 2 gives an example, where each pair
Fig. 2. Two-edge cuts in a simple network. The two links incident on each
dashed curve form a two-edge cut of the network topology.
of links incident on a dashed curve forms a two-edge cut. For
a two-edge cut, the two link failures cannot be distinguished
by any cycle-based monitoring scheme, because the two links
must be traversed by the same set of m-cycles. To achieve un-
ambiguous link failure localization, extra link-based monitors
are required [13]–[17]. Specifically, a link-based monitor can
be used to monitor either link in a two-edge cut, such that the
two link failures can be distinguished from each other. This is
repeated until unambiguous link failure localization is achieved.
In Fig. 1(b), an extra link-based monitor can be used at either (2,
4) or (3, 4). This increases the total number of monitors from 3
to 4, but it is still less than 7, as required by a pure link-based
monitoring scheme.
Several algorithms [13]–[17] have been proposed for m-cycle
design. In particular, HST [14] constructs m-cycles based on a
spanning-tree of the network. The links in the spanning-tree are
called trunks, and other links are chords. An m-cycle is gen-
erated from each chord, where all other links traversed by this
m-cycle must be trunks. Let be the set of all the links and
be the set of all the nodes in the network. Because a network has
trunks and chords, an HST solution con-
tains exactly m-cycles/monitors, plus extra link-
based monitors if required. Though the number of required mon-
itors is generally less than (as required by link-based mon-
itoring), it still increases linearly with the network size. Another
algorithm -CYCLE [16] always generates m-cycles with the
minimum cycle length, where the length of a cycle is defined
as the total number of links it traverses (assume that hopcount
is the cost metric). It is proved [16] that -CYCLE always
outperforms HST by requiring less monitoring resources, but
the required number of monitors still increases linearly with the
network size. Both HST and -CYCLE generate only simple
m-cycles, where a simple m-cycle can traverse a node at most
once. Besides, they do not allow any tradeoff between the mon-
itor cost and the bandwidth cost (i.e., the cost of the supervi-
sory wavelength-links), and thus the solutions are determined
solely by the network topology. The work in [17] removes the
aforementioned limitations. It introduces nonsimple m-cycles,
where a nonsimple m-cycle can traverse a node multiple times,
as shown in Fig. 3. An important contribution of the work in
[17] is that, the m-cycle design problem is translated into binary
coding of individual link failures, under the network topology
and the cycle constraints. Since each m-cycle matches one bit in
the binary alarm codes [see Fig. 1(c)], this dramatically reduces
the required number of m-cycles from to
. Compared with simple cycles, nonsimple cycles
are more flexible in exploiting mesh connectivity of a network
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Fig. 3. Nonsimple m-cycle. The dotted arrow shows a possible connection pat-
tern of the supervisory wavelengths.
Fig. 4. Fast link failure localization using m-trails.
[18], but such flexibility is still limited by the cycle constraint.
For example, without the aid of link-based monitors, link fail-
ures in a two-edge cut cannot be distinguished by any simple or
nonsimple m-cycle solution. However, all existing m-cycle de-
sign algorithms [13]–[17] fail to achieve a joint optimization on
both cycle-based and link-based monitoring. Besides, the mon-
itoring structure is limited to either cycle based or link based,
and other possible monitoring structures are not considered.
III. M-TRAIL CONCEPT
Though an m-cycle-based monitoring scheme [13]–[17] can
greatly reduce the number of required monitors, the optical con-
nection of the supervisory wavelengths is still constrained in a
loop. By assuming that the optical transmitter and receiver of
a single monitoring structure are not necessarily collocated at
the same node, the cycle structure is broken, which leads to a
new monitoring structure called monitoring trail (m-trail), as
shown in Fig. 4(a). Though the cycle constraint is removed, an
m-trail works in the same way as an m-cycle for fast link failure
localization.
Similar to a nonsimple m-cycle, an m-trail can traverse a
node multiple times but a link at most once. The node with
the transmitter is defined as the source of the m-trail and is
denoted by . Similarly, the node with the receiver is defined
as the sink of the m-trail and is denoted by . A dedicated
monitor is collocated with the receiver at sink . In Fig. 4(a),
the supervisory wavelengths can bepre-cross-connected in ei-
ther or
. Differentpre-cross-con-
nection patterns based on the same set of supervisory wave-
lengths will not affect the monitoring result, because we only
care about whether the supervisory optical signal in an m-trail
is disrupted or not. If an m-trail has a closed loop-back structure
(i.e., a simple or nonsimple m-cycle), it is called a closed trail;
otherwise it is an open trail. Therefore, the m-trail concept pro-
vides a general all-optical monitoring structure, which includes
simple, nonsimple m-cycles, and open trails (link-based moni-
toring and nonlink-based open trails) as special cases.
Our objective in m-trail design is to minimize the monitoring
cost, which consists of the monitor cost and the bandwidth cost.
For simplicity, the hardware cost of the transceivers is counted
into the monitor cost. Since reducing the number of monitors
greatly simplifies the failure management, we can also estimate
the failure management cost and amortize it into the cost of each
monitor. Let the length of an m-trail be the number of links it
traverses. The bandwidth cost is denoted by the cover length,
which is the length sum of all the m-trails in the solution, or
the total number of supervisory wavelength-links required. Ac-
cordingly, we can formulate the monitoring cost given in the
following:
(1)
The cost ratio determines the relative importance between the
monitor cost and the bandwidth cost. Fig. 4(b) gives an m-trail
solution for the network in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 4(c) shows the
alarm code table. We can see that only three m-trails
(each with a dedicated monitor) are required to distinguish all
the link failures. Though two links (2, 4) and (3, 4) form a
two-edge cut of the network, they can be traversed by different
m-trails, and no additional link-based monitoring is required
to distinguish the two corresponding link failures. To achieve
the same unambiguous link failure localization, the solution in
Fig. 1(b) needs four monitors, three for m-cycles ,
and one additional link-based monitor for the two-edge cut {(2,
4), (3, 4)}. By taking , the solution in Fig. 4(b) only re-
quires a monitoring cost of , whereas the solution
in Fig. 1(b) requires . We can see that the m-trail
solution cuts down the monitoring cost by 12.9%.
IV. THEORY BEHIND ILP
In what follows, we formulate an efficient ILP for m-trail
design to achieve unambiguous link failure localization, with
the objective of minimizing the monitoring cost in (1). Gener-
ally, ILP-based approaches need a long running time to gen-
erate solutions. To shorten the ILP running time, we simplify the
optimization problem by minimizing the number of necessary
ILP variables. This is achieved by formulating trail and unam-
biguous link failure localization constraints using some intelli-
gent algorithms, as well as reducing the ILP solution space with
a proper bound on the monitoring cost. We detail the aforemen-
tioned theoretical points in this section, whereas the ILP formu-
lation is presented in Section V.
A. Trail Formulation
We use on-trail vectors (vectors for short) to denote the super-
visory wavelengths of an m-trail . Fig. 5(a) shows an m-trail
consisting of four vectors. A vector denotes a supervi-
sory wavelength of on link , where the supervisory op-
tical signal is transmitted from node to node . Each m-trail
has a unique source–sink (i.e., ) node pair. Let be
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Fig. 5. Voltage constraint (assume that each node is traversed at most once).
the difference of the number of outbound and inbound vectors
at node . For an open trail, we have , , and
for and . In other words, the vectors
must obey flow conservation at each node, except at source
and sink . For a closed trail, and denote the same node
(we still use the term “ node pair” for simplicity), and we
have for each node in the network.
Though we intend to formulate a single trail, the abovemen-
tioned formulation may result in multiple disjoint trails without
any common node. Fig. 5(b) shows an example where the flow
conservation property is obeyed at each node except and .
Instead of having a single trail, two trails (an open trail and a
cycle) are generated, and each trail needs a dedicated monitor.
Generally, the exact number of disjoint trails is unknown. This
makes it difficult to count the number of required monitors.
To generate a single trail at a time, we define a positive
voltage value for each directed vector on , as de-
noted by a fraction next to each vector in Fig. 5. If , then
is a vector on m-trail and . If a link is
not traversed by , then and . For any node
traversed by except sink , we require the sum of the voltage
values of its outbound vectors to be larger than that of its in-
bound vectors. This is called the voltage constraint. The specific
voltage values are not important as long as the voltage constraint
is obeyed. Note that the voltage constraint does not apply to sink
. For simplicity, we first assume that traverses any node
at most once, as shown by the example in Fig. 5(a). Then, the
voltage values of the vectors on must keep increasing along
the trail, except at sink where a voltage decrease may occur.
We can see that a feasible set of voltage values can be found in
Fig. 5(a). On the other hand, Fig. 5(b) contains two disjoint trails
(an open trail and a cycle), and the cycle does
not traverse sink . Then, voltage values must monotonically
increase along the cycle. This leads to a voltage conflict (i.e.,
a violation of the voltage constraint) at node , as indicated by
the two underlined voltage values. In contrast, Fig. 5(c) gives a
valid m-cycle (where both the transmitter and the receiver are in-
stalled at node ), because the voltage value 0.01 of can
be smaller than 0.04 of at sink . The abovementioned
voltage analysis can be extended to the case where more dis-
joint cycles are involved. With the voltage constraint, any cycle
without traversing sink will encounter a voltage conflict due
to its cyclic structure.
We now consider a more general case, where a trail tra-
verses some nodes multiple times. Consider the solid open
trail in Fig. 6. Assume that the supervisory wavelength on
link ispre-cross-connected to that on , and the
Fig. 6. Voltage constraint (some nodes are traversed multiple times).
supervisory wavelength on ispre-cross-connected to
that on . At node , the voltage constraint translates to
or . On the
other hand, the voltage constraint ensures
along and thus . As a result, we
have . If we change thepre-cross-connection pattern
of the supervisory wavelengths, as indicated by the dashed
arrows in Fig. 6 [where the supervisory wavelength on
ispre-cross-connected to that on , and the supervisory
wavelength on ispre-cross-connected to that on ],
we can still prove with similar analysis. This inter-
esting observation means that, if a local loop-back (such as the
solid or the dashed in Fig. 6)
does not traverse sink , it can be bypassed in our voltage
analysis. No matter what is thepre-cross-connection pattern
of the supervisory wavelengths, the voltage constraint always
ensures increasing voltage values along the trail by ignoring
the local loop-back. For the solid open trail in Fig. 6, even if we
allow at node (i.e., the voltage value of on
the local loop-back is smaller than that of its
upstream vector outside the loop-back), the same result
can still be ensured if the voltage constraint holds at
each individual node. If the nonsimple cycle in Fig. 6 (which
does not traverse sink ) is considered, voltage values increase
along . The shadowed local loop-back
is bypassed and is ensured. Then,
violates the voltage constraint at node . Generally,
we have the following theorem, which is strictly proved in the
Appendix.
Theorem: With the voltage constraint at each individual
node, any cycle without traversing sink will encounter a
voltage conflict.
In our ILP, we allow only a unique node pair in
each , and the vectors in must obey flow conservation
at each node (except at and ). With the voltage con-
straint at each node, this sufficiently ensures a single (open
or closed) trail in . Otherwise either the flow conservation
property or the voltage constraint will be violated. On the other
hand, the voltage constraint can properly work without knowing
thepre-cross-connection pattern of the supervisory wavelengths.
This removes the need of formulating thepre-cross-connection
pattern of each m-trail. As a result, the ILP formulation can be
greatly simplified.
B. Unambiguous Link Failure Localization
To localize each link failure without any ambiguity, every
link in the network must have a unique alarm code. With binary
alarm codes [see the middle column in Figs. 1(c) and 4(c)], we
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have to carry out bitwise comparisons in order to determine
whether two alarm codes are different or not. To remove bitwise
comparisons, we introduce decimal alarm code, which is a
decimal translation of the corresponding binary alarm code,
as shown in the last column in Figs. 1(c) and 4(c). Due to
the one-to-one mapping between binary and decimal codes,
checking if two binary codes are different is equivalent to
checking if the corresponding decimal codes are unequal. Since
bitwise comparisons are removed, the number of ILP variables
and constraints can be greatly reduced.
Though checking the inequality of two decimal codes seems
to be an easy task, we may not be able to easily formulate it in an
ILP constraint due to its nonlinear nature. Assume that there are
at most m-trails in the solution. Since each m-trail matches
one bit in a binary alarm code, the candidate set of all possible
decimal alarm codes is . To formulate a unique
alarm code for each link failure, the algorithm in [17] adopts a
set of auxiliary ILP variables to choose a unique
value from . Since the number of auxiliary ILP
variables increases exponentially with , this approach gener-
ally requires a long running time to generate a solution.
In this paper, we use a new approach to reduce the required
number of ILP variables. We denote two distinct links
and by and the
corresponding decimal alarm codes by and . A binary
variable is defined to indicate the inequality between
and . Specifically, means and
means . With a predefined small positive constant
, the following constraint can efficiently ensure .
See equation at the bottom of the page. The specific value of
is not important, as long as it is small enough to ensure
. For example, if we allow nine m-trails
in the solution, the candidate set of the decimal alarm codes
is . As a result, can be predefined in
. In this approach, the required number of auxiliary
variables (i.e., ) is only .
C. Maximum Number of M-Trails
In our ILP, we need to predefine an integer , which denotes
the maximum number of m-trails allowed in the solution. Ob-
viously, taking a smaller value of will reduce the number of
variables and constraints in the ILP and thus shorten the com-
putation time in solving the ILP. However, if the value of is
smaller than that required by an optimal solution, the ILP will
never return an optimal solution (or even cannot find a feasible
solution). On the other hand, if is predefined large enough, the
optimality of the solution can be ensured if less than m-trails
are obtained. Therefore, the actual number of m-trails is a vari-
able upperbounded by and is determined by solving the ILP.
It is important to predefine a proper value of , such that ILP
solutions can be obtained in a reasonable running time.
Since the network contains links, at least
bits are required in the binary alarm codes to achieve unam-
biguous link failure localization. As a result, the lower bound
for the required number of m-trails is
(2)
The actual number of m-trails required in a solution tends to be
close to the lower bound in (2). This is because adding
an additional m-trail in the solution means one more bit in the
binary alarm codes, which will double the size of the candi-
date set of decimal alarm codes. For the
SmallNet topology in Fig. 11 with links, at least
m-trails are re-
quired. If we set , the candidate set of decimal alarm
codes will be , with a size much larger than
. This gives very high flexibility in choosing only
22 distinct alarm codes from 4095 candidates. Let be a small
positive integer. Generally, we can predefine the value of ac-
cording to (3).
(3)
From (3), (i.e., the maximum number of m-trails in the solu-
tion) is generally small even in a large-size network. This also
allows us to keep the ILP problem size small.
D. Lower Bound on the Monitoring Cost
To reduce the solution space of the ILP, we can formulate a
lower bound on the monitoring cost in (1). In an alarm code
table [as the one in Fig. 4(c)], a “1” in each binary alarm code
means that the corresponding link is traversed by an m-trail. If
a solution contains exactly m-trails, each binary alarm code
should have bits. Define the cover times of a link as the total
number of “1” bits in its binary alarm code. Among all the
links, we can have at most links with a cover times of 1,
and other links must have a cover times no smaller than 2. Oth-
erwise, there must be two links with identical alarm codes and
thus the corresponding link failures cannot be uniquely identi-
fied. Assume . With similar analysis,
it is easy to see that among the remaining links, at most
links can have a cover times of 2, and so on. Fig. 4(c) gives an
example with m-trails in the solution. To achieve un-
ambiguous link failure localization, there are at most
links (0, 3), (2, 4) and (3, 4) with a cover times of 1, and another
links (0, 1), (1, 2), and (1, 3) with a cover times of 2.
Obviously, the remaining link (0, 2) can only have a cover times
of 3 (or above).
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Based on the above analysis, we can formulate a lower bound
for the monitoring cost by assuming that the solution con-
tains exactly m-trails. Since the cover length in (1) equals to
the sum of cover times of all the links, we have the following
equation(4):
(4)
For example, the SmallNet in Fig. 11 has links. As-
sume and . Because and , we
have , , and (note that negative
values are avoided in (4)). As a result,
.
By taking each in into consideration, the
lower bound on the monitoring cost in (1) can be determined
by
(5)
For the SmallNet in Fig. 11, the lower bound on the required
number of m-trails is
. Assume and . From (4), we have ,
, , and . According to (5),
the lower bound on the monitoring cost is .
V. ILP FORMULATION
Notation List
The maximum number of m-trails allowed in the
solution.
m-trail index, where .
The set of all the links in the network.
The set of all the nodes in the network.
Predefined cost of a supervisory wavelength on link
. Either hopcount or distance-related cost can be
used (hopcount is used in this paper).
Predefined length limit of each m-trail.
Predefined cost ratio of a monitor to a supervisory
wavelength link.
A predefined small positive value . It
is the minimum step of voltage increase in the voltage
constraint.
Lower bound of the monitoring cost as formulated in
(5).
A predefined small constant and .
Binary variable. It takes 1 if is an on-trail vector
of m-trail , and 0 otherwise.
Binary variable. It takes 1 if is an m-trail, and 0
otherwise.
Binary variable. It takes 1 if on m-trail (i.e.,
node is the source), and 0 otherwise.
Binary variable. It takes 1 if on m-trail (i.e.,
node is the sink), and 0 otherwise.
Binary variable. It takes 1 if node is traversed by
m-trail , and 0 otherwise.
Nonnegative fractional variable. It is the voltage of
vector on m-trail . It takes 0 if is not an
on-trail vector of .
General integer variable. It is the decimal alarm code
assigned to link .
Binary variable. For two distinct links and ,
it takes 1 if , and 0 if .
A. ILP Formulation
Given a network topology , the cost of a supervi-
sory wavelength on each link and the cost ratio of
a monitor to a supervisory wavelength-link, the ILP formulated
in (6)–(21) can generate an optimal m-trail solution with the
minimum monitoring cost to achieve unambiguous link failure
localization. See (6)–(21) at the bottom of the next page.
Objective (6) aims at minimizing the monitoring cost in (1).
Constraints (7) and (8) allow a single node pair in each
m-trail . Constraint (9) formulates the flow conservation prop-
erty at each node. If a node is neither nor (i.e.,
), it must have an equal number of inbound and outbound vec-
tors. For an open trail, we have at source and
at sink . For a closed trail (or cycle), flow
conservation is ensured at every node. Constraint (10) allows at
most a single directed vector on each link , either
or , or none. Constraint (11) indicates that a node is tra-
versed by an m-trail if it has at least one inbound or outbound
vector on . Constraint (12) says that only an on-trail vector
can have a positive voltage value. The voltage constraint is for-
mulated in (13). If a node is traversed by an m-trail and is
not the sink , the voltage sum of its outbound vectors must
be larger than that of its inbound vectors. Constraint (14) spec-
ifies the lower bound on the required number of m-trails. Con-
straint (15) means that, if the solution contains m-trails,
only links can have a cover times of 1, and all other
links must have a cover times no smaller than 2. Constraint (16)
stipulates the lower bound on the monitoring cost. Since the re-
quired number of m-trails in the solution may be less than ,
there could be some empty trails without traversing any link.
Constraint (17) identifies whether a trail is empty or not by
checking its source . Constraint (18) translates binary alarm
codes into decimal ones, and constraint (19) prevents zero alarm
codes. Finally, constraints (20) and (21) ensure a unique alarm
code for each link failure. If we also have a length limit for
each m-trail, we can add an additional constraint (22) below.
(22)
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VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We use ILOG CPLEX 11.0 [19] to implement the ILP on a
server with 3 GHz Intel Xeon CPU 5160. The CPLEX environ-
ment parameters are set as follows.
(23)
The same set of predefined parameters , ,
and are used for all examples. Since the final
solution may contain less than m-trails, we add an additional
constraint to the ILP. Then,
the set of nonempty m-trails will be sequentially indexed by
. Meanwhile, empty trails without traversing
any link are removed from the alarm code tables.
Fig. 7 shows an optimal m-trail solution for the network
in Fig. 2, which consists of three open trails , , , and a
closed trail (simple cycle) . Recall that for each two-edge
cut in Fig. 2, the corresponding link failures cannot be distin-
guished by a pure m-cycle solution without the aid of additional
link-based monitors. The m-trail solution in Fig. 7 does not
have this problem, as indicated by the alarm code table. Fig. 8
gives an m-trail solution for the ARPA2 network [14]. Among
the eleven m-trails obtained, three m-trails , , and carry
out link-based monitoring. The examples in Figs. 7 and 8
clearly show that m-trail is a generalization of both m-cycle and
open trail (including link-based monitoring). An m-trail-based
monitoring scheme can always achieve unambiguous link
failure localization due to the general and flexible monitoring
structure of m-trails. In addition, the monitoring cost can be
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
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Fig. 7. Optimal m-trail solution for the network in Fig. 2.
Fig. 8. m-trail solution for the ARPA2 network with 21 nodes and 25 links.
optimally minimized by jointly considering both m-cycles and
open trails.
To compare the monitoring cost in m-trail and m-cycle so-
lutions, we can slightly modify the ILP in (6)–(21) as follows
to generate solutions with only m-cycles: 1) because a pure
m-cycle solution may not be able to achieve unambiguous lo-
calization for each link failure, the bounds in (14)–(16) cannot
be applied and thus removed; 2) constraints (20)–(21) formu-
late unequal alarm codes and thus should be applied only to
those distinguishable link failures; 3) the following constraint
is added to the ILP to allow only m-cycles.
(24)
We first find an optimal m-cycle solution for the network in
Figs. 2 and 7, as shown in Fig. 9. To achieve unambiguous link
failure localization, four additional link-based monitors and su-
pervisory wavelength-links are required to distinguish the link
failures in the five two-edge cuts (see Fig. 2). As a result, the
monitoring cost (m-cycle cost plus link-based monitoring cost)
in Fig. 9 is 50. We can see that the m-trail solution in Fig. 7 cuts
down the monitoring cost by 32%. To get an optimal m-cycle
solution for ARPA2, we simplify the original ARPA2 topology
in Fig. 10(a) using another equivalent topology in Fig. 10(b),
where some links on the same segment in Fig. 10(a) are merged
into a single “link” in Fig. 10(b). A number next to each “link”
in Fig. 10(b) gives the cost of that “link,” which is obtained by
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Fig. 9. Optimal pure m-cycle solution for the network in Fig. 2 with 3 m-cy-
cles and 11 supervisory wavelength-links. To achieve unambiguous link failure
localization, four additional link-based monitors and supervisory wavelength-
links are required, and the total monitoring cost is 50.
Fig. 10. Optimal m-cycle solution for ARPA2 with 4 m-cycles and 37 super-
visory wavelength-links. To achieve unambiguous link failure localization, 15
additional link-based monitors and supervisory wavelength-links are required,
and the total monitoring cost is 147.
adding up the costs of the corresponding links in Fig. 10(a).
Since the topology in Fig. 10(b) is much simpler, the optimality
of the m-cycle solution in Fig. 10(a) can be equivalently proved
in Fig. 10(b). The optimal m-cycle solution includes four m-cy-
cles with a cost of 57, as shown in Fig. 10(a). To achieve un-
ambiguous link failure localization, we still need another 15
link-based monitors and supervisory wavelength-links. As a re-
sult, the total monitoring cost is 147. In contrast, the m-trail so-
lution in Fig. 8 (with a monitoring cost of 98) cuts down the
monitoring cost by 33.33%. Note that the m-trail solution in
Fig. 8 has a gap-to-optimality of 20.41%, and it is obtained in
9573.47 s. Due to the NP-hardness of the optimization problem,
allowing a longer ILP running time does not improve the solu-
tion quality too much in this example. Nevertheless, even the
suboptimal m-trail solution can achieve a significant monitoring
cost saving of 33.33% over the optimal m-cycle-based counter-
part. The above examples show that m-trail solutions signifi-
cantly outperform their m-cycle-based counterparts.
Fig. 11 shows another example based on the SmallNet
topology [14]. Though we set , only six m-trails (five
open trails and a cycle ) are required for unam-
biguous link failure localization. Despite of the large value of
, CPLEX 11.0 only needs 1543.49 s to generate the solution
with a gap-to-optimality of 4.17%. For the ARPA2 network
in Fig. 8 and the SmallNet in Fig. 11, the ILP cannot find
an optimal solution in an acceptable running time, but good
feasible solutions can be obtained reasonably fast.
So far, we have focused on proposing the m-trail concept
and formulating an ILP to demonstrate its superior performance
over the existing monitoring schemes. But, the ILP-based de-
sign approach is not scalable to large network size, and fast
heuristic algorithms are desired in practical engineering designs.
Most recently, a heuristic [20] was proposed for m-trail design
in large-size networks. It includes two steps: random code as-
signment (RCA) and random code swapping (RCS). In RCA,
Fig. 11. m-trail solution for SmallNet with 10 nodes and 22 links.
a unique (temporary) alarm code is randomly assigned to each
link in the network. Because this initial random alarm code as-
signment does not ensure that the supervisory wavelengths are
organized in a set of m-trails, the second step RCS is carried out
to shape the monitoring structures into m-trails by swapping the
alarm codes among the links, where each binary bit in the alarm
codes (or each m-trail) is shaped one by one to sequentially gen-
erate the set of m-trails. Details of this heuristic can be found in
[20].
Note that the performance gain of m-trails over (nonsimple)
m-cycles is achieved by removing the cycle constraint. In engi-
neering practice, it is possible that a cyclic monitoring structure
is preferred. For example, if we hope that the same node can
transmit and receive the supervisory optical signal to facilitate
a signal comparison, then (nonsimple) m-cycle is desired. It is
also possible that we need to consider additional cost for sep-
arating the transmitter and receiver of the supervisory optical
signal in m-trails, but such cost considerations (if any) can be
easily incorporated by slightly modifying the ILP formulated in
this paper.
VII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a new framework of all-optical monitoring,
namely monitoring trail (m-trail), for fast link failure localiza-
tion in all-optical WDM mesh networks. Compared with the
existing monitoring cycle (m-cycle) method, m-trail provides a
general all-optical monitoring structure by removing the cycle
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Fig. 12. Examples of complex m-trails.
constraint. As a result, m-trails can be taken as a generalization
of simple and nonsimple m-cycles as well as open trails (in-
cluding link-based monitoring), and an optimal m-trail solution
can be obtained by jointly considering all these monitoring
structures. Due to the flexible monitoring structure of m-trails,
an m-trail solution can always achieve unambiguous link failure
localization with the least amount of monitoring resources. We
also formulated an efficient ILP for optimal m-trail design, with
the objective of minimizing the overall monitoring cost in the
network. Numerical results showed that the proposed m-trail
scheme can significantly cut down the required monitoring cost
compared with that by the m-cycle based counterpart.
APPENDIX
MORE ON VOLTAGE CONSTRAINT
In Figs. 5 and 6, we have illustrated how the voltage constraint
works using some simple examples. Generally, a trail may have
a much more complex pattern than those given in Figs. 5 and
6, as shown by the two examples in Fig. 12. We need to strictly
prove that the voltage constraint can always properly work no
matter how complex thepre-cross-connection pattern is. Due to
the flow conservation property, it is not possible that a disjoint
open trail without traversing the unique node pair can
exist. So, we consider only closed trails (i.e., cycles) below.
The two closed trails (i.e., nonsimple cycles) in Fig. 12 have
the same set of vectors but differentpre-cross-connection pat-
terns. Assume that both of them do not traverse sink . We show
that a voltage conflict must occur in either case. For simplicity,
we consider only those nodes and vectors on the cycles by ig-
noring other parts of the network (if any).
Let be the voltage of a vector . In Fig. 12(a), we
can translate the voltage constraint at each node as follows.
at node
at node
at node
at node
at node
at node
at node
(25)
Adding up all the inequalities in (25), we have
(26)
In (26), each voltage value appears exactly once at both sides of
“ .” In fact, due to the flow conservation property, each node
has the same number of inbound and outbound vectors, and any
outbound vector of a particular node must be an inbound vector
of one of its neighbors. For example, vector in Fig. 12(a)
is an outbound vector of node 0 but an inbound vector of node 1.
As a result, appears at the left-hand side of the first inequality
in (25), but the right-hand side of the second inequality. Obvi-
ously, inequality (26) cannot hold because the two sums at both
sides of “ ” are exactly the same. Consequently, the set of all
inequalities in (25) cannot hold at the same time, and thus there
must be a voltage conflict.
Similar analysis can be applied to Fig. 12(b) to generate the
same result. This is independent of thepre-cross-connection
pattern of the trails. Generally, we can prove the theorem in
Section IV-A (as also cited shortly).
Theorem: With the voltage constraint at each individual
node, any cycle without traversing sink will encounter a
voltage conflict.
Proof: Consider an arbitrary cycle with an arbitrarypre-
cross-connection pattern. Let be the set of all the nodes and
be the set of all the vectors traversed by . Since does not
traverse sink , the voltage constraint must be obeyed at each
node in , or
(27)
As a result, we have
(28)
In (28), the term at the left-hand side of “ ” is the voltage sum
of all outbound vectors at all nodes . Due to the flow
conservation of the vectors in , each node must have
the same number of inbound and outbound vectors, and each
outbound vector of a particular node must be an inbound vector
of one of its neighbors. Accordingly, summing up the voltage
of all outbound vectors at all nodes is equivalent to summing up
the voltage of all inbound vectors, or
(29)
However, (29) contradicts (28). Accordingly, the voltage con-
straint as formulated in (27) cannot be obeyed at every node
. In other words, there must be a voltage conflict.
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